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CRC Industries, Inc. is a global leader in the production of specialty chemicals for maintenance, repair and operational professionals and do-it-yourselfers serving the automotive, industrial, electrical, marine, heavy 
truck, hardware and aviation markets. CRC trademarked brands include: CRC®, K&W®, Sta-Lube®, SmartWasher®, Marykate®,  Weld-Aid®, Ambersil®, KF®, Kontakt Chemie®, Ados®, Action Can®, and Kitten®.

GDI SERVICE PACK
GDI engines are the technology of the future and while they are smaller, more efficient and more powerful, they 
require special cleaning and maintenance to run properly. 

Only CRC offers your best defense against carbon deposit buildup on GDI engines. The CRC GDI Service Kit includes 
5 premium CRC products PROVEN to clean hard deposits from GDI intake valves and the entire fuel system!  Restore 
power, MPG and keep your engine running at optimum performance. 

PART NO. CASE / ORDER # PACKAGE TYPE NET WT. UNITS PER CASE

05320 1003765 Box See Individual SKUS 2

www.crcgdi.com    $10 Rebate Inside

Eliminates 
Carbon at 6 
Critical Points : 
MAF Sensor, Throttle 
Body, Intake Valves, 
Injectors, Spark Plugs, 
Combustion Chamber.

A GDI engine service is               
recommended every 10,000 miles 
to prevent harmful carbon buildup and 
maintain maximum engine efficiency. 

y  PROVEN to remove up to 46% of GDI intake valve 
deposits in the first hour after use

y  PROVEN to gain 4 to 10                              
horsepower at the wheels

y  AVERAGE 5.7% MPG                               
increase

y  EASY to use                



GDI SERVICE PACK

This CRC GDI Service Pack is equipped with 5 premium CRC GDI service products in 
1 convenient pack!

CONTENTS 

y  1-TANK Power Renew® is proven to increase MPG an average of 5.7% and restore 99% of power 
loss due to carbon build up.

y  GDI IVD® Intake Valve & Turbo Cleaner contains groundbreaking technology reaching intake 
valves at 150X the cleaning power of any premium fuel system additive. It’s the first product 
proven to clean damaging deposits from GDI engine intake valves. 

y  Mass Air Flow Sensor Cleaner is the first product specifically developed to clean mass air flow 
sensors.  PROVEN to gain 4-10 horsepower at the wheels! 

y  Throttle Body & Air Intake Cleaner cleans gum and varnish from the throttle valves and throttle 
body. 

y  Friction Guard® For Oil is a concentrated friction reducer that increases MPG, reduces wear and 
scoring on cylinder walls and prevents compression leaks. 
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